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Abstract Interventions to combat engagement in
health risk behaviours (HRB) amongst youth produces
mixed results. Engagement in HRBs continues to increase
with adverse effects on health and well-being. This
manuscript reports on a study that attempted to
demonstrate the usefulness of Intervention Mapping (IM)
in developing contextually relevant programmes with
increased buy-in from stakeholders, and the potential to
effect behavioural change. The present study used a
modified Intervention Mapping (IM) framework that
included the first five IM operational steps: 1) Needs
assessment (Survey), 2) Identifying performance
objectives (Concept Mapping), 3) Methods and strategies
(Systematic review), 4) Programme development
(Triangulation of all the components in the preceding steps)
and 5) Feasibility of the designed programme (Delphi
Study). The manuscript demonstrated how the framework
enabled the use of multiple methodologies to develop a
programme that was methodologically rigorous and
empirically grounded. The focus is not on the results of the
various steps, but on demonstrating how the steps were
applied to facilitate programme development. Ethics
clearance was obtained from the UWC Senate Research
Committee and all ethics principles observed. The results
demonstrate that IM is an appropriate conceptual
framework for collaboration that enhances the resultant
programme at various levels: theoretical/ conceptual;
methodological and practical application/ intervention.
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1. Introduction
The prevalence of health risk behaviours among youth is
on the increase both internationally and nationally, and is
becoming a public health concern. Some of these
preventable health behaviours may be contributory causes

of morbidity and mortality [1]. Data concerned with health
risk behaviour published worldwide further underscored
the importance of and urgency for immediate intervention
[2]. South African National Youth Risk Behaviour Surveys
reported engagement in the following risky behavior:
unsafe sexual practices (38%), obesity (20%), suicide
attempts (21%) and substance abuse (30%) [3, 4]. Reddy et
al. [4] reported that that engagement in health risk
behaviours have increased from the initial survey estimates
in the lifetime and current engagement from the 2002
survey. In addition, first time use is increasingly reported at
younger ages with increased vulnerability during
transitions such as moving to secondary school [5]. Thus
there is a need to develop programmes aimed at learners in
grades 8-10 aged 13-16. Reddy et al. [4] also reported
unchanged estimates in current use or engagement in health
risk behaviours among youth despite major resources being
channeled towards education and interventions. Thus
engagement in health risk behaviour among young people
continues to be a problem and interventions have mixed
results. Behavioural change is not taking place effectively
to combat health risk behaviour [6]. Literature highlighted
some of the challenges and shortcoming that have
contributed to the limited success.
Specific
recommendations for successful programming include the
use of multi-behavioural programmes, active youth
participation, a theoretical grounding, and the use of
specific content such as skills education [7]. It has been
found that successful interventions need to be contextually
relevant, have increased buy-in from all stakeholders, and
have the potential to effect behavioural change not only at
individual level but also at community level. Growing
evidence suggests that effective programmes orientated
towards individual health behaviours require a
multifaceted approach to helping people adopt, change,
and maintain healthful behaviour [8]. Cummings [9]
recommended that family and school contexts as well as
individual characteristics should be taken into account
when developing intervention programmes. Similarly,
intervention programmes should be informed by research
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knowledge and evidence of best practice. It is very
important to adequately focus on changing behaviour in a
community or certain environment when designing youth
development programs that addresses health and social
care. Researchers need to make sure that ways are found to
incorporate all the elements that are needed for that change
to take place. Interventions cannot only be implemented for
those at risk should also incorporate every stakeholder
within the community that interacts within the changing
environment. Incorporating all stakeholders plays a pivotal
role in attempting to effect change and increase buy-in [2].
Thus there is a need for comprehensive approach to
designing interventions that includes stakeholder
consultation, research evidence and interdisciplinary
collaboration. This article reports on the steps taken to
design a diverse comprehensive youth development
programme for grade 8-10 learners aged between 13-18
years in order to equip learners with the skills to change
engagement in health risk behaviour. The aim of the article
is not to report the results of the respective phases per se,
but to present the overarching conceptual approach to
programme development.

Figure 1.

2. Framework for the Study
This study used a modified Intervention Mapping (IM)
as the framework to guide the process of programme
design. The IM framework is a stepwise approach to
describe the planned process for theory and evidence-based
development, implementation and evaluation of health
promotion interventions [10]. Bartholomew, Parcel and
Kok [11] developed IM to assist health promoters to
develop the best possible intervention using planning,
research and theory as key components. This approach
allows for an interdisciplinary focus as it aims to ensure
that all stakeholders with a common vision address a
common problem. The study was therefore conceptualised
as a modified intervention mapping process consisting of
five phases aligned with the general framework including,
1) Needs assessment; 2) Identifying performance
objectives, 3) Methods and strategies, 4) Programme
development, and 5) Feasibility. Each phase was
developed independently with its own methodological
elements. The findings from each phase were used to
inform the next phase, as illustrated by Figure 1 below.

Brief overview of overarching methodology
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Phase 1: Needs Assessment
The aim of this step was to assess the health problem, its
related behaviour and environmental conditions, and
associated determinants for the at-risk populations. The
outcome of this first step is a description of engagement in
health risk behaviours in the target population (health
problem), the impact on quality of life (consequence),
behavioural and environmental determinants of behaviour.
To this end, a survey was conducted with 1027 grade 8–10
learners to obtain baseline information about the health risk
behaviours they engaged in, and the extent to which
learners managed personal situations. Survey methodology
was appropriate for gathering cross-sectional information
from a large sample group in a cost-effective manner. The
survey included the following instruments: 1) a
self-constructed demographic questionnaire, 2) Youth Risk
Behaviour Surveillance Survey (YRBSS) [12], 3) Life
Effectiveness Questionnaire (LEQ) [13]. Descriptive
statistics, specifically frequencies and percentages, were
used to summarise demographic data, engagement in risk
behaviours, and life skills domains. The data from the
(YRBSS) and LEQ survey were subjected to frequency
distributions, cross tabulations and Chi-square tests for
significant differences. The relationship between life skills
(Life Effectiveness Questionnaire data) and the most
frequently reported health risk behaviours for this sample
was assessed using multiple regression analysis. For a
comprehensive report on the results of this phase, consult
Pharaoh Unpublished Thesis [14]. In short, the results
concurred with South African national surveys of youth
risk behaviour regarding the nature and extent of
engagement in health risk behaviours. The results from this
survey underscored that engagement in health risk
behaviours such as smoking, drinking, drug use, sexual
activity and physical inactivity is still increasing and
provided empirical support for gendered patterns in how
youth engage in smoking, drinking and risky sexual
activity that in turn requires programming initiatives to be
sensitive to the impact of gender. The most frequently
reported health risk behaviours in this sample were
smoking, drinking, drug use, and sexual activity. As
mentioned before, the survey data was also used to assess
the relationship between life skills (Time management,
Achievement, Emotional control, Social competence,
Active initiative, Self-confidence, Intellectual flexibility
and Task leadership) as measured by the LEQ and
engagement in high frequency health risk behaviours. Most
intervention programmes include life skills training based
on the assumption that it will increase the ability to delay or
avoid engagement in HRBs. The data was used to test the
converse assumption that engagement in HRBs was a
function of lifeskills or lack thereof. The results of the
regression analyses were published in Pharaoh, Frantz and
Smith [15]. The results indicated that reported capacity in
identified life skills domains could significantly predict
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engagement in high frequency HRB (smoking, drinking,
drug use, sexual activity). Thus the extent to which youth
possess (or lack) life skills can significantly predict
whether health risk behaviours are engaged in. Thus in the
first phase, the authors determined the scope of
engagement in HRB for the intended population group and
was able to provide empirical support for 1) increased
engagement, 2) gendered patterns of engagement and 3)
predictive relationship between lifeskills and engagement
in high frequency HRBs.
Phase 2: Identifying Performance Objectives
The second phase of IM is the definition of programme
(change) objectives based upon scientific analyses of
health problems and problem-causing factors. To this end,
concept mapping was adopted to achieve the objectives of
this phase. Concept maps are graphical tools for organising
and representing knowledge [16]. They include ideas or
concepts usually enclosed in circles or boxes of some type,
and relationships between concepts or propositions,
indicated by a connecting line between two concepts.
Words on the line specify the relationship between the two
concepts. Concepts are defined as a perceived regularity in
events or objects, or records of events or objects,
designated by a label [17]. The present study used a
modified version of concept mapping to identify
qualitative concepts from focus groups and interviews with
a purposive sample of 32 high school learners aged
between 13-18 years, 4 high school teachers, a district
representative involved in school based programmes, and
two community leaders involved in youth development
from the target community. Based on the gendered pattern
identified in Phase One, the learners were divided into
three groups including a male group (n=10), a female
group (n=10) and a mixed-gender group (n=12). During
the preparation step, the authors read extensively in the
focus area of the study to formulate the focus prompts for a
focus group discussion with various stakeholders. The
second step incorporated data collection to generate
participant responses to the focus prompts. The analysis
step incorporated thematic analyses of transcripts and the
distilling of concepts generated from the participants.
Recurrent themes were identified and collated into four
subsidiary concept maps that were graphically represented
in one meta-figure or concept map.
The results of this step were published in Pharaoh,
Frantz and Smith [18] provided a more in-depth discussion
of the results. The results included four themes: 1) HRBs
that learners engage in, 2) Perceived reasons why youth
engage in HRBs, 3) Places of exposure to health risk
behaviour, and 4) Specific content or focuses. Each theme
further represents concepts and relations between
propositions of stakeholders’ perceptions about what that
the content of proposed programmes aimed at combating
HRBs amongst youth should include. Figure 2 below
represents the resultant concept map.
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Figure 2.

Themes and subthemes

The above concept map contains valuable information
about what stakeholders thought intervention programmes
should include. This process provided stakeholders an
opportunity to actively collaborate in programme
development that in turn would likely increase their buy-in.
The consultative process also provided programme
developers and by extension subsequent facilitators
credibility with the intended community and target group.
Thus this phase underscored how participatory methods
can be used to facilitate stakeholder participation that
strengthens buy-in and provides a more collaborative
approach to identifying performance or change objectives.
Phase 3: Methods and Strategies
This phase of IM was dedicated to the selection of
theory-based intervention methods and practical
applications to change determinants of health-related
behaviour. To this end, Systematic review methodology
was adopted to execute this phase of the present study.
Systematic review enabled the researcher to consolidate
the body of literature reporting on intervention content for
the target group through a filtration process. The identified
literature is evaluated for methodological quality and
articles that exceed a pre-established threshold score are
included in the final summation. Systematic reviews follow
a rigorous and explicit methodology that can provide a
reliable basis for decision making about the content that
was included in interventions reported in good quality
research. A total of 959 potential titles were identified of
which 15 articles were included in the final summation.
Data were extracted from the final summation about 1)
general description of studies, 2) Intervention content, 3)
empirical evidence of the interventions and 4) theoretical
orientations of interventions. The results of this phase have

been reported comprehensively in the unpublished thesis of
Pharaoh [14] and are currently under review for
publication.
From the systematic review it emerged that there was
good quality research available that provided empirical
support based on methodological rigor for a theoretical
foundation for the programme. The core findings suggested
that interventions seem to be most effective when they
widen the scope and include other aspects such as life skills,
sport, and parental education/involvement [19]. The
studies with the best results were those that included more
than one of these additional elements mentioned above [20,
21]. The addition of sport was reportedly particularly
powerful at increasing positive, more realistic attitudes and
perspectives regarding the self and others [22]. These
elements in turn were successful at reducing health risk
behaviours [23, 24]. Parental involvement was reportedly
effective at reinforcing positive effects of the intervention
and maintaining long-term results [25]. Life skills
education was particularly effective with females and at
helping learners in poorer areas cope with community
stressors ([24, 20]. Generally the interventions targeting
younger intermediate students were more effective than
interventions targeting older intermediate and senior
students. Some studies also suggest that interventions
conducted with non-drug users were more effective than
with drug users. Interventions which used trained
professionals as facilitators were also generally more
successful [26]. Moreover, these findings clearly indicate
that drawing from different professional expertise and skill
sets provided more robust results as evidenced by the effect
sizes and significance levels [14]. This would be consistent
with the underlying tenets of inter-professional education
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and collaboration. The findings of this phase provided
valuable information from published good quality research
that provided insights into important theoretical aspects for
consideration in programme development with empirical
evidence. Thus it was noted that there is a gendered and
cohort (age) response to interventions, professional
facilitation was recommended, and that multiple elements
are more effective including parental involvement, life
skills and sport. The reported efficacy with non-user
groups in delaying onset was duly noted and considered in
the expansion of the target group.
Phase 4: Programme Development
The aim of this phase of the IM was to triangulate the
data from previous phases that would inform the design of

Figure 3.
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a youth development programme. The first three phases in
the IM built upon each other in gaining information that
would ultimately form the basis of the designed
programme. The resultant programme would include a
description of the scope, content and sequence of the
components of the intervention, completed programme
materials, and programme protocols. This phase demands
careful reconsideration of the intended programme
participants and the programme context. The figure below
illustrates all the information gathered to design the first
draft of the youth development programme inclusive of the
proposed content. As mentioned before, the aim of this
paper is not to report on the content of the programme but
the process flow resulting in the programme within an IM
framework.

Design Structure
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Step 5: Feasibility
This phase used the Delphi method to assess the
feasibility of the resultant youth development programme.
The Delphi method is an iterative process in which a panel
of experts responds confidentially to a stimulus document.
The feedback of the panel members is engaged with and
the stimulus document is refined in successive rounds until
consensus is reached on the final product. Young and
Jamieson [27] asserted that the Delphi method is
appropriate for gaining expert opinion and consensus
around important aspects pertaining to the design of an
intervention as described in the present study. For the
purposes of this study a panel of 24 experts in several
professions were purposive selected, as well as individuals
who were steeped in community development work. The
composition of the panel of experts made it possible for the
researcher to capture various expertises pertaining to youth
development and health risk behaviour interventions. The
panel gave input as to: (i) the scope of the programme, (ii)
the content of the programme, (iii) the approaches to be
used in the implementation of the programme, (iv) the
implementation strategy of the programme, (v) the
resources needed for the implementation of the programme
and (vi) the costing involved to implement the designed

Figure 4.

programme. Quantitative data from the Delphi study was
summarized using measures of central tendency [28]. The
qualitative data was analysed thematically under the
components of the programme. The results of this phase
was comprehensive discussed in Pharaoh unpublished
thesis [14]. For the purposes of this manuscript, the focus
was on demonstrating the iterative process. The Delphi
study was conducted in two rounds. The experts rated their
degree of agreement on a scale of 0 (no agreement) to 5
(full agreement). Thus higher scores indicated higher
agreement. The percentage of agreement was then
calculated across the panel for each item on the stimulus
document and a score of 75% or more was considered as
consensus. During Round 1, consensus was reached on
almost 80% of the items. The remainder of the items were
revised and presented to the panel in a second round. Full
consensus was reached at the completion of Round 2. The
final consensus enabled the researcher to gain an
understanding from experts as to the feasibility of the
components of the programme, as well as the overall
programme. Thus the draft programme was accepted as a
feasible programme for the target group. The resultant
programme is therefore illustrated in Figure 4 below:

Developing Youth 4 Paarl (DY4P)
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The panel
made the following additional
recommendations:

Scaffolding of the programme into specific ageand gender-based activities;

Prioritizing the contextual relevance of the
programme so that it remains flexible enough to be
sensitive to the diverse needs and background of its
participants;

Training manuals and protocol for facilitators in
order to ensure that facilitators are equipped to deal
with the challenges that will emerge throughout the
programme.
The draft programme was designed for learners in the
intermediate phase of secondary school (grade 8-10/ aged
13-16). The first recommendation meant that the
programme had to be revised such that it could be
presented to age or grade cohorts. The second
recommendation raised some design elements in the
programme to allow for optimal flexibility. The design
process resulted in a draft programme (stimulus document)
that was targeted for the identified community, but
generalization to other settings would require an adaptation
protocol. The third recommendation challenged the
proposed use of professional staff exclusively. Often
community-based projects are hamstrung by funding and
the recommendation of a training protocol would ensure
that the programme was not dependent on the availability
of professional staff and reduce overheads associated with
employing professional staff. This would then contribute to
capacity building and increased sustainability. These
revisions were made in addition to the consensus on the
proposed programme. The adoption of these
recommendation meant that a major revision of the base
programme would be required.

3. Concluding Comments
The limitations in current programmes for reducing or
delaying engagement in health risk behavior has been
well-documented. Increased success for intervention
programmes are linked to design processes that are
consultative, stakeholder buy-in and empirically grounded
development. This manuscript reports on the feasibility of
using a modified Intervention Mapping to design a youth
development programme for learners between 13 and 16
years old. Intervention Mapping facilitated a process that
was a) grounded on contextual sensitivity and relevance, b)
theoretical and empirical grounding, c) consultative with
stakeholders, and feasibility testing. The process
contributed to developing a programme that Finally the
following elements were identified that drive the design of
a comprehensive YDP: a) Framework to guide the process;
b) understanding the factors that influences health risk
behaviour; c) creating a templet that depicts what is needed
to design the YDP that is specific to the participants and d)
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Testing the feasibility of the YDP among experts and
relevant stakeholders. The resultant programme was
comprehensive and incorporated a multi-faceted approach
based on the current health risk behaviour that the youth
engage in. Active stakeholder engagement contribute to the
diversity of the programme and increases buy-in. The IM
process expands the stakeholder groups to include the
target group, caregivers, community and government
workers, as well as professionals, academics and
researchers. The use of IM facilitated a process in which
collaboration enhances the resultant programme at various
levels: theoretical/ conceptual; methodological and
practical intervention. At a theoretical level, various points
of references could be used to develop a multi-dimensional
understanding of the problem and context. At a
methodological level the use of participatory methods and
secondary research alongside traditionally empirical or
cross-sectional methodologies resulted in a stronger
foundation for the programme that in turn increased the
likelihood of being effective. IM provided an overarching
umbrella or conceptual framework at a design level that
enabled these often perceived non-complimentary methods
to be used in tandem. At a practical or intervention level,
the input from various professional vantage points enabled
the programme to be more relevant for the context in which
it was going to be implemented.
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